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MiFID II in the EU and FINRA/CATS in USA 
require clock sync in financial trading firms

•The requirement involves a lot of “documentation” 
•This puts clock sync records in the same basket as other 
trading records.



MiFIdII

“Operators of trading venues and their 
members or participants shall be able to 
evidence that their systems meet the 
requirements. They shall be able to do so 
by documenting the system design, it’s 
functioning and specifications.”



One underlying purpose is to document 
books are not being manipulated.
• Is the order flow consistent with 
market regulations? (need consistent 
timestamps to determine sequence of 
events)
• Are trades anticipating release of 
supposedly confidential data? 
• Are risk limits being always enforced? 
•…
When transactions are 50 
microseconds, then timestamps are 
essential for data integrity



Monitoring multiple time sources is essential 
if the reference time can fail.



Goal is to show a chain of evidence from 
client to source.



Compliance servers should be able to collect 
data from all participants in clock sync

Compliance Server



More realistic map



The server monitors its clients



Without 
the outlier 
– most 
look good.



Goal is to show a chain of evidence from 
client to source.

Compliance Server



Compliance Servers also need to build a 
searchable archival database

Compliance Server

Archival 
Database



The clock 
data is 
presented in 
a form to 
flag 
compliance 
and failure



Reporting 
has to be 
able to filter 
on different 
sets of 
machines; 
tolerances; 
and dates.



A report, a range, a tolerance, and  a 
tolerance



Drill down to specific machine (IP number)



A report summary



A daily report



•Rough order of magnitude is 1 terabyte of data per year per 1000 
clients (more with more sources)
•Data needs to be searchable
•Data needs to be checksummed and validated
•Each financial institution and each regulatory framework involves 
different reporting forms and requirements (which are evolving)
•Regular automatic report generation and “real-time” data query are 
both necessary functions.

MiFID II imposes a requirement to store 
significant amounts of data
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